
MTM Ship Management Email Threats
Prevention with Green Radar Solution

Background

MTM Ship Management Pte Ltd, was founded in 1988 in Singapore to manage a fleet 
of chemical tankers owned and/or bareboat chartered by the MTM Group. Since 
then MTM Ship Management has progressed into competitive ship management for 
owners based in Japan, Hong Kong, Indonesia, USA and United Kingdom. 

Challenges

COVID-19-related attacks during 2020 capitalized on fear and uncertainty, leveraging 
trusted entities and using spoofed and compromised accounts to scam recipients, 
steal credentials or install malware which is a global challenge, especially with 
employees largely working from home and a daily inundation of information related 
to the pandemic, attackers saw multiple areas of vulnerability and they took swift 
advantage of them.

Solutions

The business challenges that led MTMSM to evaluate and ultimately selected Green 
Radar to protect their email because Green Radar has:

■ A all-in-one enterprise class email security solutions to protect against spam, virus, 
malware, spoofing emails, phishing and other email-borne attacks.
■ Local SOC and security expert team provide prompt response when customer 
require additional email security support, without language barrier and time lag issue
■ Local presence combined global and local intelligence  
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About Green Radar
Green Radar is a next generation of email security company using big data, global threat intelligence, artificial 
intelligence and security experts, to provide enterprise with email threat detection and response and in-depth 
threat analysis by Managing Detection & Response (MDR) approach.

Green Radar is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Hong Kong's leading cyber security company - Edvance 
International Holdings Limited (1410.HK). We setup Security Operation Center (SOC) in Hong Kong and 
Singapore supported by 24/7 local security expert team, to provide real-time monitoring, analyzing, and 
responding to cyber threat from email for customers. 

Reliable Protection Against Email Threats
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Results

“We take advantage of many of its powerful features. Overall, it has proven very 
effective and reliable for us, the security expert team in Green Radar are very helpful 
as well!” said Mr. Li Ming Quan, Head of IT, MTMSM. Green Radar has an array of rules 
that weed out events trying to performs multiple security functions, including blocking 
spam, scanning and removing malicious content, prevent impersonated emails and 
phishing prevention. It also detonates and checks out various attachments for 
malware, macros and other like rejecting email when the domain is not found.

Other advantages include: 

■ Very straightforward and well documented setup

■ Users can whitelist & blacklist unusual email address as well

■ Good rule set for tailoring it to our needs

■ Significant reduction on the volume of spam received

■ Extremely reliable and virtually no down time

■ Prevents any malicious links from getting through and even obfuscates to real link 

until it is proven safeMr. Li Ming Quan, Head of IT
MTM Ship Management Pte. Ltd.

Green Radar grMail 
works very well for 
small to large
enterprises who 
want someone to 
help protect against 
the deluge of spam, 
malware, spyware, 
macros, phishing, 
and crypto locking 
junk that is flying all 
over the internet 
these days. 


